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KEEPING
BURNERS IN
FIGHTING
TRIM

A

great number of reactions
and unit operations in the
chemical process industries
(CPI) depend on a reliable
source of heat. While the heat may be
conveyed by heat exchangers and
transfer fluids, air convection or radiation, the source of the heat is usually
some type of boiler or furnace, burning
a combustible fuel. The critical mechanical component in this combustion
process is the burner. And while the
technical discussion of burners in recent years has been dominated by air
pollution control, the proper operation
and maintenance of burners is vital to
keeping CPI processes functioning.
A burner is a device that controls the
mixing of air with a combustible fuel to
produce a stable flame pattern in a boiler,
furnace, heater, incinerator, process unit,
flare or thermal oxidizer. A burner may
be fired with a conventional fuel (gas, liquid or solid), gaseous or liquid waste, or
any combination of combustibles. This report will be limited to burners fired with
gas, oil or the combination.
Whatever the fuel may be, it is important to consider this fact: Only the
volatile vapors in any fuel are combustible. And those combustible vapors
must be freed from their liquid or solid
source, vaporized and mixed with oxygen to support a flame.
Burner draft, indicated in inches (or
millimeters) of water column, i.e., 0.2
in. w.c., is the difference in pressure beJohn F. Straitz III and
Vicente A. Mendoza,
NAO, Inc.

tween the inside of a heater and ambient air. There are three types of draft:
natural, induced and forced.
Hot gases rising in a chimney or
stack create a negative condition (natural draft), capable of pulling in the air
required for combustion. Induced draft

Use this
real-world advice
to impruve the
reliability of
burners ingasor
oil combustion
units
is created by using a fan on the exhaust side of a furnace to produce a
negative pressure in a burner. Forced
draft, created by using a fan on the
fuel-inlet section of a burner to exert a
positive pressure, is commonly used
with heat-recovery systems.
Hybrid for critical applications
Special applications (i.e., thermal oxidizers or fume incinerators) may require a combination of forced and in-

duced draft to overcome pressure losses
in the quenching and scrubbing sections of these pollution control systems.
For other critical applications where
process units cannot be shut down,
forced-draft burners with natural-draft
backup are required. The natural-draft
backup is usually 50%-60% of the full
capacity of forced draft operation. Draft
values will vary depending upon the installation. Typical values are listed in
the table on p. 68.
Combustion air: How much?
The combustion air required to burn a
fuel completely without any excess (stoichiometric) air is based on the quantity of combustibles in the fuel. Approximate quantities of combustion air
required for gas and fuel oils are:
10 fi3 of air
1ft3 of natural gas
1,300
1 gal of No. 2 fuel oil
1,450
1 gal of No. 5 fuel oil
1 gal of No. 6 fuel oil
1,500
There are three types of combustion
air: primary, secondary and tertiary.
Primary (inspirated) air is commonly
used with small-capacity gas burners
and pilots. The primary air is pulled in
by fuel-gas pressure to provide a uniform and stable flame. Burners of this
type tend to be naturally low in the
emission of nitrogen oxides (NOx).
Secondary air for gas-oil burners is
introduced through burner air registers by means of natural, induced or
forced draft. When required, tertiary
(third stage) air can be introduced
downstream of the main burning
process. Tertiary air is commonly used
for air heaters, acid gas burners or for
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gas or from corrosion. If the problem is
persistent, consider installing pilot-gas
filters. Low gas pressure creates a mixture with too much gas for ignition. If
the air inspirator is open too far, the
pilot jet will inspirate too much air and
prevent the pilot from being lit.
High combustion air flow can blow
out the pilot flame. For forced-draft and
induced-draft units, air blowers should
operate at low-fire settings for startup
to avoid diluting the pilot gas mixture.
A pilot is normally monitored with a
flame rod or ultraviolet (UV) scanner to
ensure proper operation. These monitors, which are able to sense the presence of flame, must be installed correctly. A flame rod must be properly
positioned and have sufficient contact
surface with the pilot flame to sense
the ionized particles in the flame.
If a UV scanner is aimed too low, it
will detect a pilot spark and prematurely interrupt the ignition sequence.
If the scanner is aimed at the top of a
pilot nozzle instead of directly into the
nozzle, false readings may result from
adjacent burners.
Unstable pilots and short pilot
flames can result from partially
blocked pilot-jet orifices, plugged filters, wet pilot gas, too much or not
enough air, high chamber draft and
high or low gas pressure.
Gas burner will not light. Too much
air will dilute a gas beyond its lower
flammable limit. Check damper and
fan settings. Not enough fuel in the airgas mixture on forced-draft and induced-draft units can be caused by low
gas pressure or by obstructions in the
gas header. Low gas flow is frequently
the result of low fuel pressure. Plugged
gas strainers will block flow even when
the supply pressure is adequate. Other
ignition problems are caused by improperly set interlocking valves, which
restruct fuel flow; strainers in the
wrong positions or orientations; and
the previously cited short pilot flames.
Oil burner will not light. Oil must be
properly atomized for stable combustion without any flame quenching. Low
air settings or restrictions in the air
header will create a mixture that may
be too rich to burn or that may ignite
but will produce a smoky flame. Other
problems include improperly positioned oil guns out of pilot range; im-
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Burner TvDa

Cabin, Mx or cylindrical furnace
withoti preheafed air. Negutive
pressure: 2-3 In. W.C.

I. Natural draft,
2. Forced draft: 0.2 in.-0.3 in. WE.
3. Forced draft wtth naftmcrl draff
backup: 0.5-I in. WE.

Cabin, box w cylindrical furnace
with preheated air. Negutive
pressure: 0.1-0.2 in. W.C.

1. Forced draf!z 2-3 In. W.E.
2. High intensity vortex: 627 In. WE.
3. Forced druft with natural druft
backuD: M-1 in. W.C.

water- or melube bow3 0. I In. WC

1. Forced draff: 6 in. w.e.
2. High infensm vortex: 6-27 in. WE.

Ioosltive~ to Il.3 in. Ineaulive)
lncineratm 0r flare

Induced draft: 0.24 in. W.C.
Enegatiie)

Thenmd oxidizer

Natural drti 0.2-0.5 in. WC
(negative)

Depending on the type of application, there are preferred configurations of burner types

When oil and
steam
connections are
reversed, the
result is always

noatomization
jroperly set interlocking valves which
1110~ steam or inert gas to enter the
‘uel line; and small pilot flames that
niss the air-oil mixture.
Pressure gages must be installed at
;he pilot and burner. For oil-fired units,
1 thermometer (for oil temperature)
md a least one pressure gage should be
r.t the far end of the oil header.
Why flames become distorted
Vo. 5 and No. 6 fuel oil or heavier taraden oils must be preheated before
,hey will flow through pipes and before
,hey can be properly atomized with
steam or high-pressure air. Common
jroblems include low steam or low air
low, or low oil pressure caused by parially blocked valves or plugged strain:rs. Adequate pressures must be main,ained for the effective atomization of
reavy oils and tars. Reversed oil and
steam connections always result in no
1tomizatioi-i.
Incorrect burner positioning will result in distorted flame patterns. The re‘ractory tiles of burners stabilize
turner flames. If a burner is positioned
ncorrectly, it will be too close to some
,iles and too far from others. The tiles
:lose to the burners will absorb and rabate a disproportionate amount of
leat, distorting burner flames. If tiles

are broken, missing or out of position,
they will not transfer heat properly,
thus distorting the flame pattern.
Burners are designed to fire symmetrically. In some cases, burner tips are
designed to fire at an angle to cause a
swirling and turbulent cylindrical
flame. In all cases, burner tips must be
drilled for specific fuel compositions
and pressures. Mismatching replacement tips will cause firing problems.
Tips may become plugged due to carrosion in header piping, or tip patterns
may be worn away by particulates in a
“I
gas stream. If tip wear is persistent, re+->
placement tips should be fabricated
from abrasion-resistant, high-temperature alloys.
Other problems which may result
from poor design, shortcuts in manufacturing, or improper operation and
maintenance include:
*Undersized gas header piping, which
creates a large pressure drop and reduces gas or air flow to a burner
*Improperly designed air boxes, which
cause uneven air flow
*Heat damage, which warps the floors or
walls of heaters and furnaces, shifting
burner positions and firing patterns
Condensation of water in a gas
header will be indicated by sparklers in
the flame. Condensate in steam lines
for atomizing oil burners will also cause
small, bright sparks.
Too much air tends to blow out burner
flames. Incorrect tip placement, due to
improper burner mounting or warped
floors or walls, will affect the ability of
burner tiles to stabilize a flame. Slugs of
liquid in a gas stream will bring too much
1
fuel to a burner. If that liquid carryover
,
burns on the tip, it will greatly accelerate
burner corrosion and erosion.
Some burners use baffles to prevent
air flow from blowing out a flame. Oth-

ers employ an effective burner-block
configuration that absorbs and radiates
heat to stabilize the combustion flame.
Raw gas burners have flame-retention
(vortex spin) devices to prevent the
flame from being blown off the burner
tip. Metal-baMe flame retainers tend to
corrode and break off, leading to unstable gas flames.
Oil burners are designed for specific
conditions. If those conditions are not
met, unstable combustion will result.
Slugs of water will displace fuel oil and
periodically snuff a flame. Overheated
atomizer guns or pump cavitation will
also cause pulsating flames.
Fan sizing is very important for
forced-draft operation. Oversized air
blowers will surge at low flow rates.
Undersized blowers cannot provide adequate air at high fire rates.
Misalignment of an oil gun can cause
the oil spray to touch the burner block.
The block then prevents proper atomization of the fuel, allowing it to burn
partially and form carbon buildup on
the gun and block.

away by sand and grit particles. This
problem may be minimized by replacing strainers that are too coarse. Other
problems are more difficult to solve unless they are considered at the design,
fabrication and materials-selection
phases. H,S, for example, will react
with carbon steel piping to form a yellow powder that can plug tips and other
orifices.
Excessive furnace-air leaks must be
corrected. Tramp air, the excess air
that enters through leaks in furnace
floors or walls, will cool the products of
combustion and reduce their buoyancy.
Natural draft caused by the chimney
effect will then be reduced. Stack
dampers or air registers that are stuck
open, and improperly controlled blowers in forced-draft units can also cause
excess draft.

Countering corrosion
Vanadium, sulfur or sodium in oil will
corrode metal burner tips, standpipes,
housings, refractory linings and metal
support structures. If the problem is
persistent, exotic alloys should be specified to combat the corrosive effects of
vanadium and sulfur.
The adverse effects of vanadium on
furnace tubes can be partially counteracted by reducing tube-metal temperatures. Except for furnaces operating
with exceptionally high-tube metal
temperatures, a vanadium content of
20 ppmv or less is normally not of concern. Although sodium presents an
equally serious problem with burner
refractories, de-salting the crude oil
will usually eliminate this concern.
Over time, burner tips can be worn

Flashback and smoke
Low gas flow on a pre-mix burner will
slow the velocity of the air-gas mixture
through the burner nozzle. When the
velocity drops below the flame speed,
the flame can move backward into the
mixture tube, and a harmful condition
known as flashback occurs. Flashback
can also occur with pockets of hydrogen
in refinery gas because the flame speed
of hydrogen is significantly greater
than methane or propane, the primary
constituents of refinery gas.
Excessive heat on the venturi or
other piping of a pre-mix burner, due to
damaged insulation or absence of air
flow, may raise the gas-air mixture
above its auto-ignition temperature.
Again, the result will be flashback.
Smoke and CO formation often result from too little or too much air. Too
much fuel or an inadequate fuel-oil
temperature will also prevent complete
combustion and cause smoke and CO
formation.
The formation of NOx is primarily a
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function of the nitrogen content of a
fuel and the combustion temperature.
Oil produces more NOx than gas because of the presence of fuel-bound nitrogen. The higher the flame temperature, the higher the NOx. Firing a
burner at low excess air eliminates
most of the nitrogen that can form
NOx; however, all fuel-bound nitrogen
cannot be eliminated.
Burners designed for NOx reduction
typically rely on staged-air or stagedfuel combustion and use low excess air
or fluegas recirculation. The most effective low-NOx burners employ both flue
gas inspiration and recirculation to reduce NOx, CO and other pollutants
without sacrificing combustion efficiency or flame stability.
Dampening objectionable noise
Distorted and unstable flames generate
low frequency noise that may be heard,
and felt, over a wide distance. Pulsations from nozzle-mix burners or steam
injection can also generate low frequency noise. Oversized air dampers
that are almost completely closed may
cause pulsation of air flow past the
dampers.
Noise shrouds are only partially successful, unless the basic problem is addressed in burner design, manufacturing, operation and maintenance.
Routine maintenance and professional
onsite service are two keys to improved
burner performance.
More-efficient burner operations, in
turn, reduce maintenance costs, fuel
costs, spare-part inventories and emissions. They also provide a better return
on investment. But improper operation
quickly negates all benefits. A final
thought to keep in mind: The extra fuel
consumed by an inefficient, poorly
maintained or improperly operated
burner can never be recovered!
I
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